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Executive Summary
The Terminator Arm project for designing, building and controlling a prosthetic arm was
suggested to the department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at Howard University in
2015/2016 session by Mr. Ayotunde Odejayi. Upon approval of this request by Dr. Charles Kim,
a student-based team was setup to work on this project.
The project was born to start a vertically integrated project that would seek to provide a
prosthetic arm with comparable functionality to advanced ones that would go for a fraction of
the price. It had been observed that although there exists significantly advanced prosthetics,
these very prosthetics are virtually inaccessible to the people that need them the most:
Amputees. Bridging this gap is the long term goal of project Terminator Arm.
Over the course of the 2015/16 academic session working in a cross-disciplinary team, we were
able to progress to a prototype for a base working implementation to be improved over the
years. Much of the work is also feature online on video hosting services like youtube and
information sites including the course website at Howard University and the Cornell University
Engineerinng Collabspace.
The final goal of this project is very attainable as for one, it has been verified that the cost
criteria can be conveniently met. The high-functionality intended to be brought to the arm is
also within reach based off the progress made in this years’ experience alone. Over the next
couple years, we expect the department at Howard University to have gained a foothold on this
project and progress to supporting a major research for the advancement of affordable
prosthetics for those who need them the most.
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Introduction and Background
This project is primarily concerned with improving the quality of life for amputees
worldwide. This includes amputees resulting from varying conditions including military warfare
victims, disease inflicted victims including diabetes and of course those who were born
amputated. The objective of the project is to design a relatively inexpensive, non-invasive
prosthetic arm controlled by electrical pulses from the brain. In being relatively inexpensive, we
intend to provide a functional prosthetic arm on the order of a few thousand dollars in
comparison to the more expensive prosthetics which go for tens of thousands of dollars. The
arm is also designed to be non-invasive as it requires no intrusion into the

Motivation:
As can be inferred, at the heart of this project is Amputees, particularly those without
finances to support their situation and persons born amputated from the elbow. We hope to
provide cheap assistance to amputees

Cost:
Traditional myoelectric prosthetics cost upwards of $3000. There exists state of the art
prosthetics by Robotica that go for $8000, Terminator Arm would be assembled for less than
one-tenth this price.
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Problem Statement
Our problem statement verbatim is “Amputees deserve a normal life like everyone else.
They require an inexpensive hand replacement that provides functionality comparable to the
human hand. This should be light, comfortable and reliable for everyday use.”
We intend to produce a prosthetic arm utilizing electromyographic methods.
Electromyography is the study of electrical activity in the muscles. We intend to use some
modern technology including electromyography and 3D printing.

Current Status of Art
Traditional myoelectric prosthetics cost upwards of $3000, ours is to be assembled for
one-tenth this price.
e-NABLE, described as a global network of passionate volunteers using 3D printing to give the
world a helping hand has open sourced design for hand-prosthetics that are purely mechanical.
It is made up of a pair of hooks on the prosthetic arm held together by a rubber band. It also
has tension cords with extensions that hang over the shoulder of the amputee. The “fingers”
are either of a pair of claws or the regular 5 fingers. It is designed for amputees from the
shoulder and to be controlled by mechanical shoulder bone motion. Hence, this goes for little
to nothing as it is mostly given out free.
Advanced prosthetics made by major research groups at universities and companies including
engineers and researchers at Johns Hopkins University. At Johns Hopkins, a team of
neuroscientists, engineers
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Fig. Purely mech
hanical and more
m
advancced prostheetics

Design Requirement
R
ts
First, as Intel Cornell Cup 2016 participants, we are requuired to use tthe DE2I-150 development
board as a part of ou
ur design. In addition, we
e hope to prroduce a pro
osthetic thatt meets the
followingg broad crite
eria. Physically, we inten
nd for the arm
m to be as d
durable/strong as possib
ble,
such thatt it can withsstand minorr impact and
d still be com
mpact. We also intend to
o produce a
prosthetic that closely mirrors th
he human arrm and hencce has similaar motion. In
n addition to
wiring th
he individual fingers to be just taut, We
W decided to allow forr a 60 degreee rotation att the
wrist of the
t arm. Som
mething which is not avaailable in sevveral 3D pro
osthetic armss.
We also intend to produce an ele
ectrically stimulated funnctional prossthetic arm. As most 3D
printed arms
a
are purrely mechanical, we seekk to bridge tthe gap betw
ween the low
wer-end
prosthetics which go
o for little to nothing and
d the more eexpensive an
nd highly fun
nctional
prosthetic arms. We are using th
he Myo Armband by Thaalmic Labs ass our sensor/listener forr the
purpose of electrical stimulation
n.
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Although, not incorporated yet, we seek to provide a means of security/protection for the
prosthetic arm and thereby extend the lifetime of the prosthetic arm significantly. The method
we propose to protect the servo motors inside of the arm from severe external heat for
instance.

Solution Approaches and Top Design
As far as the physical arm goes, our design intends to use veins channel cables from servos to
finger joints. We chose to to have the servos housed in 3D printed pockets inside of the arm.
We inevitably progressed from the initial idea where all servos were to be situated below the
microcontroller inserted into the forearm to an external computing platform with the Intel
Cornell cup.
Our Solution Approaches is split into 3 categories:
A) Physical Arm design Concepts
Design 1: Incorporates human-like wrist motion. Hinged wrist design allows 60 degrees of
freedom
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Assembly of forearm and hand without finger joints shown right
CAD Model is the right arm of an adult male. The forearm is also designed to house varying
sized

Fig. Fabrication & Assembly of 3D Printed Arm
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Design 2:
This was to make use
e of much le
ess agile matterial in metaal and have a specific ho
ousing for a
ntroller in th
he palm of th
he Terminato
or Arm
microcon

B) Gesture
G
Reco
ognition con
ncepts:
At the he
eart of this project,
p
is be
eing able to correctly
c
andd quickly ideentify whateever the userr is
doing at any moment with their arms so we can replicatte it with thee prosthetic arm. Here, w
we
consider detecting ge
estures base
ed on the daata provide bby the Myo aarmband fro
om Thalmic labs
ed from this sensor/listeener is very h
hard to distinguish acrosss a
pictured below. The data receive
variety of persons he
ence gesture
e recognition
n is highly im
mportant.
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Fig. Myo armband an
nd the data it
i provides
eving this incclude:
The concceptual desiggns for achie
1. Gradient
G
descent approaach:
This was going to incclude develo
oping a multiivariable equuation and ccompute a so
olution. We
thought trying
t
to com
mpute the line of best fit for the datta set might give an insigght into how
w the
gestures could be accurately recognized.
2. Characteristics approach
h
This method involves gen
nerating freq
quency plotss based off the data and
d hardcodingg
exxpected perrcentage valu
ues for the separate
s
gesstures. This is a rather crrude method
d of
re
eal-time data analysis.

Fig. Plot of daata generate
ed from frequency analyysis

M
learrning (Fast Artificial
A
Neu
ural Networrk, FANN)
3. Machine
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The meth
hod we almo
ost defaulted
d to is Mach
hine learningg neural netw
works. Afterr securing the
source co
ode behind the
t FANN, we
w explored training andd testing thiss network off several layeers of
neurons with our datta

Fig.
F Neural network
n
withh 3 layers

w energy, BLE/serial communicatio
on implemen
ntation
C) Bluetooth low
Because the integrated
i
graphics
g
card
d that ships w
with the DE22I-150 board
d does not m
meet
he requirements for the MyoConnecct software (software prrovided by TThalmic labs to
th
co
onnect myo to pc/board
d). We had to think of a work around
d for this roaadblock. Thee 2
co
oncept desiggns were
1) Se
erial commu
unication:
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The first method was
w to creatte a 2-layer ccommunicattion between the myo
band and the
e application
n code. The first
f
step waas to use an A
API (Application
armb
progrrammable in
nterface) pro
ovided by Blu
uegiga, the ccompany that manufacttures the
Bluettooth chip in
nside of the Myo
M armban
nd to connecct the myo tto a physical COM port.
Then, proceed to
o accessing data
d
from the serial portt (established as a virtuaal serial port
use of Windows OS) for the applicattion
becau
2) Exxternal Grap
phics card
We
W also considered usingg an external graphics caard (GPU) to
o run the MyyoConnect
so
oftware thatt connects th
he Myo armband to a coomputer as p
provided by Thalmic lab
bs

Fig. stude
ent extractin
ng graphics card
c
from old desktop m
machine

Fig. Top dessign selectioon
The final design conssisted of phyysical design 1 for the haand design, C
Characteristtics approach
h for
r
and
a Serial co
ommunicatio
on for BLE coommunication
gesture recognition
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Project’s Final Goal and Deliverable
This project’s final goal is to create a perfectly functioning prosthetic arm. The arm will be used
by amputees to aid them in their everyday lives. As such, this arm must be able to mimic any
gesture displayed by the user with a significantly low response time. It must also be durable and
have a sufficient battery life to support everyday use. With the ability to customize the physical
arm to the specific user’s needs, the functionality needs to be robust and work with a wide
variety of users. Lastly, the arm needs to be amenable to daily use which means that it must be
completely portable.
We also seek to implement this entire system with a significantly low response time. This issue
is a little complex and proves difficult to solve as we have several integral components to our
system which all increase the overall latency of the system.
For practical application purposes, it is important for the prosthetic to be durable and provide
sufficient battery life. It would be near disastrous to produce an arm that requires new
batteries or battery charging every now and then. For instance, if a user was driving or doing
some other delicate task and experienced a dead battery.
It is also desirable to produce a robust system that works for a wide variety of users irrespective
of the width of a person’s forearm or the amount of hair on the surface of the skin or even the
amount of fat beneath the skin surface. We want to produce an arm that works generally
across a large variety of users.
Finally, we desire for terminator arm to be amenable to daily use. In this sense, we want it to be
highly portable and lightweight for the best user experience.
These serve as the basis for what we intend to achieve with the Terminator Arm in the future.
Further design specifics may be introduced in the future.
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Project’ss Spring 2016
6 Target Goaal
As far as Spring 2016
6 is concerne
ed, the featu
ures we set oout to incorp
porate into tthe Terminator
Arm are as follows:
We inten
nd to producce a prosthettic arm that can respondd accuratelyy to a select n
number of in
nput
gestures. These are 6 in number including a rest state, thhumb fingerr contraction
n/relaxation,
index finger contracttion/relaxation, middle finger
f
contraaction/relaxxation, ring fiinger
contractiion/relaxatio
on, index finger contracttion/relaxatiion and wrisst finger/relaaxation.
As in the images belo
ow, we inten
nd for the arrm to replicaate these gesstures remo
otely with th
he
d close to the
e user’s elbo
ow.
armband

Fig. Assembling
A
the
t Terminaator Arm
We also desire
d
to lim
mit the lag tim
me to the orrder of seconnds for now (A 1.5 secon
nd responsee
time is an
n ideal start). We are foccused on Im
mplementing the arm functionality ccentered aro
ound
the Intel platform in the spring semester.
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Impleme
entation, Tessting and Evvaluation
The majo
or tasks in co
ompleting th
he project were split in tthe followingg manner:
Physical Hand Design
n (Matthew Clarke, Bibe
ek Ramdam),, Software d
developmentt (Ayotunde
Odejayi),, Electrical and Compute
er hardware (Ayotunde O
Odejayi), Blu
uetooth Low
w Energy, BLEE
(Mark Ch
hase, Cory Be
ethrant), Extternal GPU (Ayotunde O
Odejayi, Marrk Chase), Daata Science
(Ezana Dawit), Projecct Managem
ment/Admin (Bibek Ramddam).
We progressed from theory to im
mplementation with thee production
n of the 3D p
printed
assemble
ed arm. In th
he photo bellow, three mechanical
m
eengineering sstudents nam
mely Taylor
Hines, Matthew Clarke and Bibek Ramdam.

Figg. Assemblin
ng the Termiinator Arm
The very next step affter printing and assemb
bly was to prrototype thee servo moto
ors inside off the
forearm with FPGA controls.
c
We
e were unablle to easily aand quickly implement P
PWM for
controllin
ng the moto
ors through the
t FPGA GP
PIO so we oppted to intro
oduce a microcontroller
between the DE2I-15
50 board and
d the physical arm for eaasier contro
ol of the arm.
Stage 1: 3D printing
FDM process using ABS
A plastic which
w
involve
es the removval of support material ffrom model
material using acid bath
b
Why 3D printing?
p
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3D printing was selected because it offers short time-to-market and its easily customizable
We also realized that 3D printing enables hardware open-sourcing of our terminator arm. The
specific strength of ABS for this concept design is 0.073 and the specific strength of the stainless
steel is approximately 0.07.
Stage 2: Assembly of arm, hand and finger joints
Assembly took upwards of 2 days and 8 hours
Utilized additional material purchased

Data Collection:
To make sense of data and establish working concepts across all users, we had to collect data
from test subjects. We were able to gather data from 31 subjects over the course of the spring
semester. The Myo armband has 8 pods that provided 8 EMG data readings around forearm for
each user for 3 seconds with each gesture. The data was determined by location and intensity
of contraction.
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Data Ana
alysis:
In the pro
ocess of data analysis, we
w used the characteristtics approach
h to comparre pod valuees
and pod relationship
ps to predete
ermined tren
nds from freequency plotts.
We then proceeded with designiing the Term
minator arm by prototyp
ping with FPG
GA controls for
servo mo
otors

Figg. Prototypin
ng the moto
ors with FPGA
A through m
microcontroller
Impleme
ented PCIe bus communiication usingg a BYTE (eg . 0100 0000) in one-hot mode to en
ncode
data for all
a gestures.
In completing the arm
m at this pointj, our four point apprroach was:
Connect MYO with In
ntel Atom
e MYO data into accuratte gesture (C
Classifier)
Translate
Atom/FP
PGA connection through PCIe bus
Interface
e FPGA with Intel Galileo
o for servo motor
m
controol and other I/O
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We then proceeded to set up the
e developme
ent board byy installing W
Windows OSS and Visual
DE on Intel Atom.
A
Studio ID

Fig. Instaalling Window
ws OS and Microsoft
M
Vissual studio oon atom

After thiss, we were able
a to estab
blish a basic communicattion betweeen the Atom and FPGA

Fig. Interrfacing FPGA
A with Intel Galileo
G
for be
etter servo m
motor contrrol
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Design Architecture
A
The final design architecture for the project is as shown :

Conclusio
on
As intend
ded, this pro
oject served as a great en
ngineering ddesign and leearning expeerience for tthe
students involved. Th
he budget fo
or the resources used caame just und
der $320 witth the Myo
armband
d at $199 beiing the bigge
est expense. We also leaarned aboutt the commo
on pitfalls off
cross-dep
partmental, dynamic teaams. It prove
ed importannt to set imp
portant team
m goals and
always update everyyone on the progress
p
maade by one uunit as the naature of the project
demandss interdepen
ndence. For instance,
i
we
e were unabble to proceeed with majo
or portions o
of the
electrical/computer hardware off the system
m until the m echanical en
ngineering students buillding
the physical arm werre finished.
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We also learned firsthand about unforeseen design problems/constraints which are a common
part of the engineering design process. The base of the project would have been completed
quite early with continuous improvement to gesture recognition, the only concern if the
required development machine, the Terasic DE2I-150 board had better (any modern computer
level) integrated graphics. We stumbled into a major roadblock with the Bluetooth
communication implementation because of this.
We produced as final results a basic, working implementation of the 2 sides of the Terminator
Arm. Namely, gesture recognition with the Myo amband and CPU control of the servo motors in
the arm through the PCI express bus communication. One the gesture recognition side, we
were able to recognize 3 of 6 hand gestures reliably including rest, ring and wrist gestures while
on the Arm control side, we were able to control the individual gestures (although not perfectly
reliably) for the 6 gestures.
We also learned to be very agile in the engineering design process. Our entire system crashed in
less than 48 hours before our final presentation/demo while implementing external GPU.
However, we were able to get back up and running before the presentation.
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Recommendation for Future work
As the project is handed on to future design groups, the areas that stand out and could use
some improvement include gesture recognition, diminishing lag time/latency, creating
portability, incorporating new features, increasing battery life/durability. As can be seen, there
is more than ample room for improvement and further work on the Terminator Arm. The
method of gesture recognition used Characteristics classifiers needs continuous improvement
to come to a competitive standard. Furthermore, a really advanced form of prosthetic would be
practically impossible without the use of machine learning further down the road for all gesture
recognition. It remains to be seen why the FANN, fast artificial neural network library
implemented in this project did not produce telling results. Future teams are therefore
encouraged to actively explore machine learning techniques in making major progress in
gesture recognition for the Terminator Arm.

Optimal power means is also an issue of concern. Supplying power to Servos and Arduino via
batteries.
Ensuring the wiring of the Terminator Arm servos is taut and perfect would also be a good idea.
Servo handles need adjustment. As the terminator arm progresses towards a marketable
product, completing the arm packaging would be a necessity. The arm would also probably
improve in response time if latency is reduced.
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Source Code Listing
The major blocks of code (the .cpp files application) are included. Source is also available on
github at TerminatorArm-Project Github
1. GatherData.cpp (Used in gathering data from subjects)
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2. UserApp (Main application code including PCIE and Characteristics gesture
recognition)
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3. Arduino Code for servo motor control listing
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4. Major part of FPGA PCIE implementation (Rest is available on github)
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